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ABSTRACT: Phytoplankton patchiness occurs on a plethora of spatial and temporal scales, and
can be extremely patchy in both horizontal and vertical directions. This patchiness directly affects
the dynamics of the overall bloom; therefore, understanding the mechanisms behind the occurrence of patchiness on each scale is integral to the understanding of plankton bloom dynamics as
a whole. This modelling study introduces a mechanism for patch formations, which has received
little attention, but is ubiquitous to the oceanic mixed-layer, Langmuir circulations and their interaction with nutrient upwellings to induce patchiness in the plankton. By combining a large-eddy
simulation, which resolves Langmuir circulations, with a nutrient−phytoplankton−zooplankton
biological model, one can examine the horizontal and vertical patchiness that results from a flux
of nutrients into the bottom of the mixed layer. Here, phytoplankton form significant horizontal
patchiness at a depth interval where vertical currents from Langmuir cells are apparent and turbulent mixing is not; this comprises the lower region of the surface mixed layer. Aggregations
have frequently been observed in lower regions of the surface mixed layer and have been attributed to the high nutrient flux associated with the pycnocline. This modelling study also shows
patches occurring in this region and it is hypothesised that Langmuir cells are a catalyst for patchiness. The results clearly demonstrate that for certain levels of wind forcing, which are strong
enough to introduce turbulent mixing only to the upper part of the mixed layer whilst inducing
deeper Langmuir circulation, patchiness is greatly enhanced.
KEY WORDS: Plankton patchiness · Oceanic mixed layer turbulence · Langmuir turbulence ·
Vertical mixing · Wind forcing · NPZ model · Nutrient upwelling

INTRODUCTION
Wide-ranging observations of plankton patchiness
have been compiled over the last few decades (Gran
& Braarud 1935, Hulburt 1968, Gohin et al. 2003,
Dore et al. 2008). These formations have been detected on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales
(Siegel et al. 2002, Martin 2003, Gallager et al. 2004,
Beman et al. 2005, Ryan et al. 2006, Mitchell et al.
2008). Phytoplankton aggregations are known to enhance growth rates (Mackas et al. 1985); therefore,
understanding the mechanisms behind patch forma*Corresponding author: ashbre@noc.ac.uk

tions can improve modelling forecasts of chlorophyll
concentrations. A common behavioural trait of phytoplankton is that they aggregate over a relatively
small depth interval of the surface mixed layer (e.g.
Macías et al. 2013). This usually occurs below the
mixing layer, a wind-driven surface layer of the water
column that experiences high turbulent mixing, but
above the pycnocline, a deeper layer of the water column that experiences a large change in density over
a small depth interval. This layer is generally laminar
in nature. Many possible contributing factors have
been postulated to explain these depth-dependent
© The authors 2018. Open Access under Creative Commons by
Attribution Licence. Use, distribution and reproduction are unrestricted. Authors and original publication must be credited.
Publisher: Inter-Research · www.int-res.com
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patch formations, including optimum nutrient and
light levels, gyrotaxis and diel vertical migration
(Durham & Stocker 2012). It is this depth-dependent
behaviour that is the main focus of this paper.
One of the main drawbacks of observational data
is that full 3-dimensional (3D) mappings are infeasible to obtain (mean depth profiles or surface
satellite data are mainly produced). This means
that the biological profile is incomplete — a gap
that can be filled by the use of carefully prescribed
mathematical models. Many modelling techniques
have been employed to study the dynamics of
phytoplankton blooms. Large-scale bloom formation
and planktonic patchiness has been investigated
using large-scale fluid models (Allen et al. 1999,
Martin et al. 2002, Oschlies 2002, Koné et al. 2009).
However, the drawback of using these models is
that the small-scale phenomena are parameterised
via a turbulent diffusion hypothesis and a hydrostatic assumption is commonly made. Though this
is essential for permitting feasible spatial and temporal resolution for an ocean domain, it is limited
by the current knowledge of the nonlinear smallscale processes. On the other side of the spectrum,
the gold standard of computational fluid dynamics
known as direct numerical simulation has been
used to explore the intricate dynamics of phytoplankton in turbulent flows (Durham et al. 2013,
Zhan et al. 2014). Though this method is preferable,
the domain size is limited (metres) due to the resolution scales needed, so it is not practical for largescale applications. This naturally opens the field to
a branch of modelling that captures the full 3D
non-hydrostatic physics not captured in primitive
equation-type models, while also permitting feasible resolution scales for ocean physics. This branch
of modelling is known as large-eddy simulation
(LES). Langmuir circulations have received little attention with regard to biological patchiness, although surface aggregates due to Langmuir circulations were first observed as far back as Charles
Darwin’s HMS Beagle cruise in 1839 (Leibovich
1983). Langmuir circulations control the mixinglayer depth. In addition, the upwelling motions
established by the onset of Langmuir turbulence
pull nutrient-rich waters up from the bottom of the
mixed layer (Craik & Leibovich 1976, McWilliams
et al. 1997, Thorpe 2000, Polton & Belcher 2007).
This promotes biological growth and has the potential to generate significant planktonic patchiness in
regions of the water column where the local mixing
is insufficient to disperse them. Hence, Langmuir
circulations can act as an important physical stimu-

lus to enhance biological activity. However, the
mechanism of this stimulus has not been studied in
any detail and consequently it is poorly understood.
This study addresses the interaction between Langmuir circulation and planktonic patchiness by using
LES, as this is the only type of model suitable for
resolving this particular phenomenon.
The biological model used in this work is a generic type nutrient−phytoplankton−zooplankton (NPZ)
model (Baird & Emsley 1999, Lewis 2005). Conceptually, the NPZ model is slightly different from other
3-state NPZ models in the literature, e.g. Franks et al.
(1986), Fasham et al. (1990), and Edwards & Brindley
(1996), in that a mechanistic approach has been
adopted in the derivation in some of the terms (see
‘Model description’). An important addition for this
work is the inclusion of a non-uniform flux of nutrients into the bottom of the surface mixed layer. The
LES is then coupled to the NPZ model to facilitate an
investigation into the level of vertical and horizontal
patchiness induced by the interaction between Langmuir circulations and the nutrient flux. This method
of coupling an LES model to a biological model is a
relatively new technique and a novel approach to the
problem. Only a handful of authors have previously
adopted this methodology to investigate the biophysical dynamics (Lewis 2005, Noh et al. 2006, Taylor & Ferrari 2011). The work in this study builds on
the work of Lewis (2005) which, in contrast to this
work, was not able to simulate biological timescales
(weeks) due to computational restrictions and did not
include a non-uniform nutrient flux into the bottom of
the mixed layer.
To summarise, this study seeks to show that
Langmuir circulations are an important driver for
the formation of depth-dependent biological patchiness. We will quantify both the horizontal and vertical phytoplankton patchiness that results from an
interaction between a flux of nutrients into the bottom of the mixed layer and the presence of Langmuir circulations.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The mathematical framework used to study the
biophysical dynamics of the ocean boundary layer
centres around the LES−NPZ model constructed by
Lewis (2005). The workings of the model will be
briefly outlined here. The governing equations for
the flow field used in this work comprise a version of
the Navier−Stokes equations incorporating surface
wave parameterisations, known as the Craik−
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Liebovich equations (Craik & Leibovich 1976). They
are expressed as follows:
Du
∇p
+ f kˆ × ( u + U S ) = −
+ ∇ ⋅ νT∇u + U S × ω
Dt
ρ0

(1)

D
∂
=
+ u ⋅ ∇, where u = (u, v, w) is the veloDt ∂t
city field, f is the Coriolis frequency, US the Stokes
drift velocity, ω = ∇ × u is the vorticity,
2
p = p0 + ρ0 ⎡⎣2u ⋅ U S + U S ⎤⎦ / 2 is a generalized pressure
term, ρ0 is a reference density of sea water and νT
is the eddy viscosity. Density and temperature are
assumed to be constant in this model. The Stokes
drift velocity is attributed to the presence of surface
waves, which (without loss of generality) are directed
along the x axis. In which case US = (US e 2kz, 0, 0),
where Us = σka2, a being the wave amplitude, k the
wave number and σ = gk the wave frequency
(Phillips 1977). u and p are filtered in space and time,
resulting directly from the spatial-temporal discretisation employed. Scales below the discretisation are
modelled via the Smagorinsky scheme (Smagorinsky
1963), which is an explicit eddy viscosity model.
Once the flow field has been calculated at a point
in time, the results are then fed into the biological
model, this is formulated as follows:

Here

∂N
+ ( u + U s ) ⋅ ∇N = D T∇2N − N uptake by P
∂t
+N recycled from P
∂P
+ ( u + U s ) ⋅ ∇P = D T∇2P − P growth from N
∂t
+ P grazing loss

∂Z
+ ( u + U s ) ⋅ ∇Z = D T∇2Z − Z growth from P
∂t
−Z mortality

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

Here, D T is the turbulent diffusivity of the respective scalar fields calculated by D T = νT /Sc, where Sc
is a Schmidt number based on the resolution; for this
set-up, Sc ~ 0.5. The 3 non-dimensional scalar fields
denoted by N (x,t) = N*/ N0, P (x,t) = P*/ P0 and Z (x,t) =
Z*/ Z0 are representative of nutrients (specifically
nitrate), phytoplankton and zooplankton, respectively
(where N0 in kg m−3 and P0 and Z0 in cells m−3 are
suitable reference scales). The coupling between the
LES flow field, calculated from Eq. (1), and the scalar
quantities is represented by the second term in the
equations. It assumed that the scalar fields are neutrally buoyant and are all treated as passive tracers,
though it is acknowledged that buoyancy and swimming, for example, are tractable mechanisms for aggregation. The derivation of the functional forms of
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the source−sink terms can be quite involved, so for
simplicity it was chosen to only state the functional
forms in this study with only a brief description. First,
the uptake term is given by:
⎡ RN 0 ( z ) ⎤
N uptake by P = 4πrp Sh ( ε, z ) DN N ⎢1 − max
N ⎥P*
RN
⎣
⎦
(3)
where rp is the radius of a (spherical) phytoplankton
cell and Sh is the turbulent Sherwood number, which
is dependent on the energy dissipation rate ε. The latter is calculated directly from a preliminary LES simulation of the relevant boundary layer once statistical
stationarity has been reached. The ratio RN 0(z)/RNmax
represents the nitrate storage capacity of the cell to
its maximum potential storage capacity. For the biological parameters employed here, this ratio is ~0.5
and hence whenever > 2, nutrient uptake falls to
zero. Since rp is usually less than the associated Kolmogorov microscale, ε plays a diminished role in the
uptake term. The next 2 terms consist of:
N recycled from P =

(1 − βE )

⎡ RN 0 ( z ) ⎤
sN P * max αz
μ P e min ⎢1, max
N⎥
N0
⎣ RN
⎦

(4)

⎡ RN 0 ( z ) ⎤
αz
P growth from N = β E μ max
min ⎢1, max
N ⎥ P (5)
P e
⎣ RN
⎦

Here βE ∈(0.1) represents the growth efficiency of
the phytoplankton species, sN is the stoichiometry
coefficient, α is the light attenuation coefficient of
water and μPmax represents the maximum growth rate
achievable by the phytoplankton species. The next 2
predation terms are given by:
P grazing loss = J (R,TR, ε, σZ)Z*P
Z growth from P = min [μZmax, J (R,TR, ε, σZ)YP*]Z

(6)
(7)

Here J (R,TR, ε, σZ) represents the predation rate of
a single predator with a spherical perception field of
R. TR is the reaction time of the zooplankton species
and σZ is the swimming speed of the species. Y is the
amount of new zooplankton cells created per phytoplankton cell captured and μZmax is the maximum
growth rate (for detailed discussion of the functional
form of J, see Lewis & Pedley 2001). ε has a much
larger effect on the predation rate than it does on the
phytoplankton uptake rate since R ~ (1–40) mm is
substantially larger than the Kolmogorov microscale.
Turbulence increases the number of predator−prey
contacts, usually leading to an enhancement of the
predation rate. Finally, the equations are closed by
the mortality term given by:
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Z mortality = μZdeathZ

(8)

Here μZdeath is a constant death rate of the zooplankton species.
For an extensive analysis of the NPZ model, including stability analysis, ε-dependent parameters and
comparison with the full LES−NPZ model, and for a
full list of parameter values used, alongside analysis
of the physical LES model directly relevant to the
simulations performed in this work see Lewis et al.
(2017).
For this study, a series of turbulent boundary layers
were generated, each characterised by the values of
the Stokes drift velocity US, and the friction velocity
U*. The latter determines the wind-stress boundary
condition applied at the surface:
νT

∂u
∂z

=
z =0

τ
= U *2
ρ0

(9)

Here τ is the surface wind stress. Values of U* were
varied between 1.5 × 10−3 and 5.0 × 10−3 m s−1,
roughly equivalent to wind speeds of U10 = 1.2 – 4.0 m
s–1 at 10 m above the sea surface. The corresponding
values of US were based on a constant Langmuir
number La = U * U S = 0.3, a value that corresponds
to a fully developed sea (McWilliams et al. 1997, Harcourt & D’Asaro 2008, Sullivan et al. 2012). Typically,
the various boundary layers were spun up from rest
for a period τspin ~17 h, until a quasi-equilibrium state
was reached before any biological fields were added.
Velocity and pressure fields were computed from
Eq. (1) over a computational domain of 120 m × 120 m
horizontally and to a mixed (distinct from the mixing)
layer depth of zml = 33 m, utilising a basic grid of 40 ×
40 × 75. This implies a regular resolution scale of Δx =
Δy = 3 m and Δz = 0.45 m (although the vertical resolution was stretched to give greater resolution near
the sea surface to resolve the log layer sufficiently).
Horizontal periodicity is enforced at the lateral
boundaries. At the surface, w = 0 and zero stress is
imposed on v. A no-slip condition is imposed at z =
zml. Lateral periodic boundary conditions are imposed for all scalar quantities. Furthermore, zero flux
boundary conditions are imposed for all scalar quantities at the surface and for P and Z at the bottom
boundary. For the nutrient field, Williams & Follows
(1998) suggest a positive uniform nutrient background flux should be of the order 2 × 10–8 mol N m–2
s–1, which is roughly equivalent to 〈wN*〉 = 2.8 ×
10–10 kg m–2 s–1, which helps replenish nutrient losses
due to phytoplankton growth. However, this paper is
concerned with the possible formation of PZ patchiness in the mixed layer, starting from initially uniform distributions, which can only occur in response

to some form of stimulus. The most likely stimulus
that could initiate such a response would be a
localised surge of nutrients into the mixed layer. This
would influence the growth rates of a wide crosssection of phytoplankton species, which, after some
lag time, would in turn produce a response higher up
the planktonic food chain. Such a nutrient surge
might be the result of a heavy river run off, or via a
sustained upwelling gyre forcing nutrient-rich deep
water into the mixed layer. Vertical fluxes of nutrients also occur naturally when momentum shear
associated with internal tides facilitates turbulent
mixing and the conversion of barotropic tidal energy
to baroclinic dissipation at the pycnocline (Sandstrom & Elliott 1984, Sharples et al. 2007). Rines et al.
(2010) reported observations in Monterey Bay, California, in which patchy horizontal phytoplankton distributions were correlated with the frequency of
large-scale, nutrient-rich advection events. Furthermore, patchy distributions of phytoplankton have
been observed and correlated to high-frequency
internal waves (Lennert-Cody & Franks 1999). However, for this study, the exact mechanism of the nutrient surge is not particularly important. One is much
more interested in its potential effects. To mimic an
upwelling event, a localised non-uniform flux of
nutrients through the base of the mixed layer was
introduced throughout the duration of a simulation.
A pocket of turbulence generated via internal wave
mixing will advect nutrient-rich water upwards. It
will then have to travel through a laminar band of
water between the pycnocline and the mixing layer,
making the dynamics of the nutrient upwelling diffusive. Therefore, a diffusive flux is imposed near the
bottom of the mixed layer. Mathematically, this
boundary condition takes the form:
1
∂N
× DT
2.8 × 10−10
∂z

z = z ml +

⎡ − (x 2 + y 2 ) ⎤
= 1 + Qexp ⎢
⎥ (10)
2
⎣ 2σ xy
⎦

Here (x, y) represents the horizontal coordinates
with –60 m ≤ x ≤ 60 m and –60 m ≤ y ≤ 60 m, Q is the
strength of the nutrient flux at the centre and σxy a
length scale that governs the spatial extent of the
nutrient surge. Note that as a no-slip boundary condition is imposed at the base of the mixed layer, the
nutrient surge is imposed one grid-point above the
base of the mixed layer, denoted by zml+. For most of
these simulations, the values Q = 130 and σxy = 7.6
were chosen. This creates a highly localised source,
some 100 times the background. The source is
localised because a value of σxy = 7.6 ensures that
outside a circle of radius 25 m or so from the centre,
the nutrient flux value falls back to within a few per-
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cent of its background level. Here the spatial extent
of the nutrient source is on the length scale associated with that of a high-frequency internal wave
(Boegman et al. 2003). However, as will be demonstrated later, the spatial extent of this nutrient flux
does not have a qualitative effect on the solutions.
Even if a uniform nutrient flux is prescribed, only relatively minor changes to the levels of patchiness in
the phytoplankton distribution are brought about
(see the subsequent discussion surrounding Fig. 9).
Since the uptake term switches off whenever N > 2,
there is a cap as to how much extra P growth such a
source will stimulate. With the strength of the source
imposed, N > 2 is reached within 2 d at all points in
the domain, which means that the phytoplankton
perceive the nutrient field as homogeneous after this
time. The nutrient field itself has no cap imposed, but
any nutrient concentration with a value of N > 2 has
no additional effect to phytoplankton growth.
Initial conditions of P0 = Z0 = 0.5 and N0 = 1 were
chosen so that biological oscillations would be initiated in and around the co-existence equilibrium
point Nˆ , Pˆ , Zˆ = (0.43,0.85,1.56) (see Lewis et al. 2017
for details). An important point concerning the limit
cycles of the predator−prey dynamics is that while
they may not mimic reality, they do produce periodic
phytoplankton blooms. The work carried out is concerned with the spatial heterogeneity brought on
during a phytoplankton bloom and while the timescale and periodicity of the bloom may not be realistic, the spatial patchiness produced should depend
much more on the flow-field dynamics. A time frame
that is feasible for the LES to simulate is roughly
3−4 wk due to the computationally expensive nature
of LES. A limit cycle timescale was chosen to be ~10 d
to capture at least 2 phytoplankton blooms, the initial
bloom being highly likely to depend (spatially) on the
homogeneous initial conditions prescribed.
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Fig. 1. Optimum patchiness intensity I av (U*,zopt) for a range
of wind-stress (U*) values
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RESULTS
To try and establish how planktonic patchiness is
influenced by the physical forcings driving the
boundary layer, one needs to assess both the lateral
patchiness and the depth-dependent patchiness.
One can do this by introducing the (lateral) patchiness intensity measure:
I (U *, z ,t ) =

P ’2
P

2

(11)

Here 〈 〉 denotes a horizontal average, such that
〈P 〉 + P ’ = P. This measure is similar to other metrics
used in many previous studies to measure biological
patchiness (Fessler et al. 1994, Reigada et al. 2003,
Lewis 2005, Durham et al. 2011). Notice that when
〈P 〉 is close to zero, I is very large by definition, but
this is of little interest. To mitigate this, a filter is
applied to I when 〈P 〉 falls below a threshold of 0.1 —
a value deemed small. The filtered measure is defined as:
I (U*,z,t) = 0

〈P 〉 < 0.1

(12)

One can average I over a simulation time, T, i.e.:
I av (U *, z ) =

T

1
I dt
T ∫0

(13)

and then locate the depth at which I av (U*,z) is maximised, i.e. max z [ I av (U *, z )] = I av (U *, z opt ) , where zopt
is the optimum depth. A series of simulations were
run for different values of U* and I av (U*,zopt) was
computed across each boundary layer. The results
are shown in Fig. 1. One can see from Fig. 1 that
there is a peak in patchiness intensity at an intermediate wind stress of U* = 3.5 × 10–3 m s–1 and then the
signal decreases as the wind stress increases. From
these results, it is clear that values of U* > 4 × 10–3 m
s–1 do not permit significant patch formations as the
turbulent mixing spans the mixed layer completely.
U* = 4 × 10–3 m s–1 = Ucrit will be deemed critical for
the generation of significant patchiness. There is also
only a small signal for low wind-stress values, which
suggests that there are insufficient levels of mixing to
promote patchiness. As U* → 0, the flow field will
tend towards stagnation. In this regime, the only
form of transport will be molecular diffusivity (eddy
diffusivity will be zero due to zero shear in the flow
field). In this regime, nutrient concentrations will disperse and spread out in all directions, meaning relatively high concentrations of nutrients will not be sustained in laterally localised regions of the water
column. Hence, I av will tend towards a small value
over time. This finding is initially counterintuitive, as
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one might expect patchiness to decrease monotonically as the wind speed (and hence turbulent mixing)
is increased. However, for lower wind speeds, vertical
currents are not as prevalent and hence nutrients
near the bottom of the mixed layer cannot be advected up the water column effectively to facilitate
strong patchiness.
To understand the behaviour of I av (zopt) a little better, it is necessary to investigate how 〈P (z,t)〉 varies
with depth. Fig. 2 shows that for low (Fig. 2a) and
intermediate (Fig. 2b) levels of wind forcing, biological oscillations are out of phase and exhibit different
amplitudes. This demonstrates that the phytoplankton communities are not well mixed across the mixed
layer and behave according to their local (biological)
depth-dependant parameters. This is likely to be an
indicator for the formation of biological patchiness,
as it reveals that high levels of turbulent mixing are
not present to homogenise the scalar fields over the
mixed layer. For high levels of wind forcing (Fig. 2c),
however, the biological dynamics become independent of depth. Concentration fields at all depths merge
into a single oscillation, indicating that microorganisms
are being vigorously mixed throughout the boundary
layer. This type of behaviour is termed ‘phase locking’. Although it cannot be seen in Fig. 2a,b, a certain
proportion of curves near to the surface fall on top of
each other, indicating there is a subset depth interval
near the surface that is also phase-locked. One sees a
wider spread of concentrations for the low windstress, compared with the medium wind-stress case.
This can be explained for the low wind-stress case by
there being a larger non-‘phase-locked’ depth range
at which the biological model is prominent over the
physical model. This larger spread of concentrations
leads one to believe that horizontal heterogeneity must
also be larger, but this is not necessarily the case.
One can consider a zero wind-stress case where the
flow is static. In this case, every depth would be out
of phase owing to parameters such as depth-dependant light levels. In this case, the concentrations
would experience a maximum spread of different
population dynamics, but there would be no lateral
dependant terms to induce horizontal patchiness.
This means that for horizontal patchiness to form,
there must be a certain amount of mixing to generate
nutrient transport laterally at a particular depth, but
at the same time, the mixing cannot be so strong as to
drive the system into phase-locked mode.
To demonstrate this vertical homogenisation (phaselocking), one can use another measure analogous to
that of the patchiness intensity in Eq. (13). This is
defined by:

I z (U * ) =

1
MK

K M

∑∑

⎛ P z ,t − P∨ t ⎞
( j )⎠
⎝ ( i j)
∨

P (t j )

j =1 i =1

where:
∨

P (t j ) =

1
M

2

2

(14)

M

∑ P ( z i ,t j )

(15)

i =1

Iz is a metric describing the level of heterogeneity
across the mixed layer, K is the reciprocal of the sampling frequency and M is the number of vertical grid
points. So, for example, when Iz = 0, then the biology
is in a completely phase-locked mode. Fig. 3 shows
that for wind-stress values of U* ≥ Ucrit, the biology is
effectively phase locked, as Iz is very small. This supports the hypothesis that phase locking is strongly
correlated with horizontal homogenisation. Here, the
statistics that have been used to diagnose biological
patchiness only give a general idea of the amount of
mixing throughout the entire boundary layer. They
do not provide any insight into the depth dependence of the turbulent mixing. This can be examined
by using the phytoplankton as a proxy, to show how
the wind and wave forcing influence the boundary
layer mixing depth, i.e. how penetrative it is. Although phytoplankton are subject to both growth
and decay, they are still passive with respect to the
flow and can act in the role of a tracer. Fig. 4 shows
that for low wind stress (Fig. 4a), 〈P 〉 concentrations
do not change with depth within the top 10 m or so of
the boundary layer, demonstrating that the turbulence is strong enough to mix this portion of the
boundary layer, but no more. Concentrations below
this point are much more variable, indicating that the
dynamics are primarily governed by the depthdependent biological parameters (e.g. light levels,
nutrients). At an intermediate wind-stress value
U* = 3.5 × 10–3 m s–1 (Fig. 4b), there is enough turbulence to mix down to approximately 25 m of the
boundary layer, as 〈P 〉 remains uniform up until this
point. This example is important, as it indicates that
mixing is taking place close to the bottom of the
mixed layer where nutrient replenishment is imposed. Finally, for high wind-stress values U* ≥ Ucrit
(Fig. 4c), the biology is completely mixed, as there is
no depth dependence in concentration and the biological dynamics are not strong enough to overcome
the physical forcing mechanism. Note that in all
graphs shown in Fig. 4, the depth at which homogeneity ceases is independent of time.
One can use the behaviour of 〈P 〉 profiles to ascertain
a mixing depth, z mix for all simulated U* values. Let:
z mix = min z [ vart ( Pz ) > 1 × 10−3 ]

(16)

where Pz = ∂〈P 〉/dz and vart represents a variance
taken across all time outputs. In this expression, an
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of phytoplankton and zooplankton concentrations calculated from the model. The solid (green) lines show
phytoplankton concentration at each depth level and the dotted (red) lines show the zooplankton concentrations also across
all depth levels. A comparison was made between (a) low wind stress (U* = 2 × 10–3 m s–1), (b) intermediate wind stress (U* =
3.5 × 10–3 m s–1) and (c) high wind stress (U* = 5 × 10–3 m s–1), illustrating the phase-locking effect (across depth) at high
wind forcing

arbitrary threshold value of 1 × 10–3 is given and the
shallowest depth (given by the minz operator) at
which the logical expression is true is termed the
mixing depth, z mix. In other words, z mix is the depth at
which 〈P 〉 profiles cease to be uniform (and hence
mixed) with depth. Fig. 5a shows a plot of z mix against
U*. The monotonic deepening of the mixing layer is

observed and one can surmise that a laminar band of
water lies between this curve and z ml. One expects to
find appreciable patchiness between z mix and z ml and
homogenised plankton concentrations above z mix.
Note that once z mix = z ml at U* ≥ Ucrit, no patch formations are likely. This metric also correlates well with
levels of vertical velocity variance, a measure of the
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the level of wind stress (U*) subjected to the boundary layer and the level of (scaled) variance between phytoplankton concentrations at each depth
(Iz), averaged over time. The lower the variance, the more
‘phase locked’ the system is in terms of depth-dependent
heterogeneity

strength of the vertical mixing and hence the strength
of the Langmuir cells (Fig. 5b), where boundary layer
thickness clearly increases monotonically with wind
stress until the behaviour levels off at U* ≥ Ucrit when
the mixing depth reaches the mixed-layer depth. To
illustrate further how the phytoplankton concentrations react to wind forcing, one can assess the levels
of lateral heterogeneity to determine the depths at
which patch formations are most likely to form. For
this purpose, it is easiest to use the metric I av(U*,z)
defined in Eq. (13). Fig. 6a,c shows that lateral patch-

iness is unlikely to occur at either low or high levels
of wind forcing. However, if the wind stress is set to
an intermediate level, as shown in Fig. 6b, a much
stronger signal emerges. One sees that patches accumulate around 25 m, within the laminar band, where
turbulent mixing ceases to dominate the system (see
Fig. 4b). Fig. 7 shows a snapshot, taken at z opt at a
point in time when the patchiness intensity is high
at an intermediate friction velocity of U* = 3.5 ×
10–3 m s–1. What is most striking is the structure of the
horizontal patches, in that they are closely correlated
to the structure of the Langmuir cells. Langmuir cells
manifest themselves as a series of upwellings and
downwellings (Fig. 7d) (see McWilliams et al. 1997
and Lewis 2005 for details). Note the angular deflection of the Langmuir cells from the wind direction,
which is due to inertial oscillations instigated by the
rotation term in the momentum equations (Lewis &
Belcher 2004). Fig. 8 shows a vertical cross-section,
again at a point in time when patchiness intensity is
high. Upwelling zones and downwelling zones can
be seen in the NPZ distributions and clearly demonstrates the mechanism of Langmuir cells inducing
horizontal patchiness. This also indicates that the
structure of the phytoplankton community is dependent on the flow field and not on the geometric extent
of the imposed nutrient flux boundary condition. To
verify this assertion, 2 control runs were completed,
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both using the same physical and biological parameters and the same average nutrient flux into the
boundary layer, with varying distributions of the
nutrient flux. It is unlikely for any patchiness to be
observed in the high-wind-forcing case. In the lowwind cases, the laminar band between the bottom
boundary and the mixing layer will be large and so
the nutrient dynamics will be more diffusive, effec-
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tively smoothing out the influence of the geometry of
the bottom nutrient boundary condition. Therefore,
the decisive scenario occurs when the wind forcing is
intermediate. Hence, the tests were conducted with
U* = 3.5 × 10–3 m s–1. One simulation was prescribed
with a Gaussian nutrient pump as described in
‘Boundary conditions for the LES−NPZ model’ and
the other prescribed with a laterally uniform nutrient
flux. Fig. 9 shows the resulting I av for both cases. The
crucial point is that, although the uniform flux results
in a somewhat lower average patchiness intensity,
the depth at which it is maximum is consistent. The
quantitative differences seen are caused by nutrients
being advected towards their closest upwelling region in the Gaussian pump case. This results in relatively rapid phytoplankton growth over a relatively
small region, leading to high-intensity signatures. By
contrast, in the uniform case, the nutrients have no
preference for the particular upwelling region, so the
resulting growth is less intense and less localised.
Nevertheless, it is still sufficient to produce a significant intensity signature within the laminar band.
These results indicate that patch formations remain
robust, irrespective of the geometric set-up of the
nutrient boundary condition. There is no correlation
between the latter and the structure of the patch formations. Instead, patchiness occurs where nutrients
are transported (not where it originates), and the
nature of the transport is regulated by the Langmuir
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DISCUSSION

cell structure induced by the wind forcing. Furthermore, it shows that Langmuir circulations are taking
control of the distribution of the biological fields, separating them into 2 distinct populations of upwelling
and downwelling inhabitants.
This correlation of planktonic patchiness with Langmuir circulations is reinforced by the result of 2 similar
boundary layer simulations. One boundary layer was
driven purely by wind forcing and no surface-wave
effects (Fig. 10a) and one Langmuir circulation run
driven by both wind and surface-wave forcing terms

Phytoplankton patchiness is an ubiquitous feature
of near-surface ocean boundary layers. The work
carried out in this study attempts to establish under
what conditions patchiness is likely to occur. In simple terms, this study demonstrates that a compromising amount of surface forcing (through wind and
waves) is required to induce patchiness signatures. If
forcing is too weak, the flow field is quiescent and
upwellings are not set up to pull nutrients up into laterally heterogeneous zones. If forcing is too strong,
the whole boundary layer becomes turbulent and
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(Fig. 10b). Each figure shows the correlation 〈w’P’〉 of
the vertical velocity and the phytoplankton field.
Fig. 10b shows a strong correlation signal around the
mixing depth z = 25 m in the Langmuir simulation,
which is completely absent in the purely wind-driven
case. These experiments show clearly that Langmuir
circulations are directly responsible for the strong
depth-dependent patchiness presented in this work.
This is a surprising result, as the presence of Langmuir circulations would imply a much more energetic
boundary layer compared with the wind-driven case,
which would intuitively imply destruction of heterogeneity. But instead, they can, under the right conditions, produce enhanced biological structure.
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concentrations become vigorously mixed and homogenised throughout. The optimum condition for biological patchiness occurs when surface forcing is at
an intermediate level, not too strong, nor too weak.
When this level is achieved, the upper portion of the
boundary layer becomes vigorously mixed and the
lower portion becomes quasi-quiescent with established upwellings (and downwellings). This means
that in the laminar band between z mix and z ml, nutrients are advected upwards into laterally heterogeneous zones whilst the lateral mixing is insufficient to
disperse the resultant patchiness. Langmuir circulations are of key importance to this process, as they
penetrate quite deeply into the mixed layer, creating
zones of high vertical mixing combined with relatively low lateral transport. So any biological patches
that accrue through growth tend to remain relatively
heterogeneous. It was also found that the mechanism
by which nutrients are injected into the mixed layer
does not have a profound effect on the patchiness in
terms of the depth at which patchiness is formed.
However, if the spatial extent of the nutrient source is
small enough, advection into the closest upwelling
zones is likely, skewing the patchiness distribution
and increasing the patch signature. This is an important result, as nutrient surges come in a wide range of
spatio-temporal scales. Finally, it should be noted
that the frequency of the limit cycles in the plankton
population dynamics is overly idealised, due to the
simplicity of the biological model. To test the dependence of the limit-cycle behaviour on horizontal
patchiness, one should make use of a more realistic
biological model.
Future work will be carried out to ascertain
whether there is a natural scaling between the depth
and strength of phytoplankton patchiness, the depth
at which nutrients are injected into a system and the
mixing depth associated with different levels of wind
and wave forcing. Furthermore, with new insights
into how phytoplankton populations may separate
out into upwelling and downwelling zones when
Langmuir circulations are present, work will be
undertaken to investigate plankton bloom duration
when subjected to different levels of wind and wave
forcing.
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